
High operational costs and heavy CapEx investments are holding today’s mobile operators back. 
It’s the era of LPWAN, 5G and IoT, and to stay competitive, flexibility is key. 

Quickly processing change requests without 
high costs or complex integrations

Profiting from low ARPU devices, and when it 
comes to IoT, these are the majority 

Onboarding new customers, especially 
remaining profitable with long-tail enterprises

Providing coverage & optimizing performance, 
in-footprint, and on a global scale 

Examples include:

Next-Gen Connectivity Management 
Platform-as-a-Service

We o�er four key building blocks that make up 
the floLIVE solution for MNOs.

Automated Connectivity 
Management 

Multi-tier connectivity 
management, including 

lifecycle management, policy 
creation, and deep 

troubleshooting and self-care 
capabilities for faster 

customer response times. 

IoT-oriented LTE/5G Core 
Network

Fully managed Core Network 
that includes 

2G-5G/NB-IoT/CAT-M, and 
beyond. Deployed locally 

with global breakouts for IoT. 
This o�ers easy global 
expansion to target 

additional revenues beyond 
your footprint. 

Device and eSIM 
Management

Complete visibility into every 
SIM across any type or form 

factor. Multi-IMSI capabilities, 
remote SIM provisioning, and 

autonomous switching for 
best coverage.

Think eUICC, but better,       
at no additional cost.

Business Support             
Systems

Simplify your operations by 
billing beyond connectivity, 

including rating, charging, and 
advanced billing and 

invoicing. Our BSS has a 
flexible rating engine for 

prepaid, postpaid, pooled 
plans, one-time invoicing, and 

more, so you can easily 
monetize new          

commercial models.

Listen up Mobile Operators.
floLIVE is Bringing Agile Back

 info@flolive.net

+44 20 3637 9227
Ready to talk? 
Schedule a call

Get in touch to discuss how we 
can meet your IoT requirements.             
We’re sure to surprise you.

floLIVE has its finger on the pulse of the market, and has built 
its IoT Connectivity Management platform with strong MNO 
relationships as the very heart. 

With our cloud-native deployment, we provide an efficient migration model 
with quick time to market. Our pay-as-you-grow business model means 
you can lose the premium price tag, and get a lower TCO for a feature-rich, 
fully integrated suite at a single predictable cost. 

floCONTROL

https://www.linkedin.com/company/flo-live/
https://twitter.com/floLIVE7
https://flolive.net/connect/

